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SHOULDN’T BE AT MARS OF SECRETS FROM US
The atmosphere and water of Mars have once been forced out by an unknown comet to his internal area!
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We exist in a galaxy by the name of the Universe (1) which is limited and ordered (2) and where there are famous physical laws sufficient for understanding of the phenomena and cataclysms occurring in her today. One of the major is the question: Whether "There is life on Mars?".
We assume that once the tail of an unknown comet has covered (3) Mars with red "cover". It has driven the atmosphere and water into internal area of the planet therefore the cloak has been forced out outside. The set of craters of the correct form from which Olympe is especially distinguished testifies to it. Disappearance of a cloak has led to disappearance of a magnetic field (4). This process will be coordinated with a hypothesis of a structure and evolution of planets (5).
Can be the remains of an unknown comet the satellite of Mars Phobos, and there can be a satellite of Earth the Moon (6).
Hypothesis: the atmosphere and water of Mars have been forced out by a comet to the internal area!
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